Case Study:

'Zoom and Room'
Delivering content online and in person
Part of the Working for Victoria Program - 2020/2021

This resource has been created for the Central Highlands Association of
Neighbourhood Houses (CHANH) with the support of the Victorian
Government Working for Victoria WFV Program, 2020-21. WFV enabled
CHANH to employ 14 people to support Neighbourhood Houses and
thier work in the community during the COVID-19 pandemic.

Highlights of the Project

Participants were able to access
the How to Write Community
Newsletters class from across
Victoria during lock down restrictions
and hear from guest speakers who
normally would not have been
able to attend.

Introduction to the Project

Purpose
This case study presents the introduction, background, implementation and
outcomes/impact and insights of the blended learning class.
Starting as the second COVID-19 lockdown was being lifted, the first ‘Writing
Community Newsletters’ Course included some experimental delivery options. Our
main tutor and her support staff member both delivered online for all but one of the
sessions when the main tutor was able to join students in the classroom. This method
of delivery brought both challenges and opportunities.

Introduction to the Project

About the Class
This class was created as part of an
Australian Center of Further Education
(ACFE) class, delivered to people in the
Ballarat area and opened up to students
from around Victoria due to delivering
the class online. The class had
participants attend in person at Ballarat
Neighbourhood Centre as part of their
ACFE class program. The neighbourhood
house delivers ACFE classes each term
during the year, although this was
impacted in 2020 by coronavirus
restrictions.

Aim of the Class
The aim of the class is to also allow for
social interaction and allow participants
to meet other people with shared
interests. The social element of this class
should not be understated.

Objective of the Class
The objective of the class was to
encourage students to learn about how
to create and make their own
newsletters including learning skills in
planning,
research,
interviewing,
structuring articles, publishing programs,
taking images, editing and submitting for
print.

Background

Engagement Program and Planning
The Ballarat Neighbourhood Centre staff
organised a television screen connected to a
laptop and microphone which allowed for
guest speakers and teachers to be broadcast
into the classroom and allowing for other
students to call in via zoom from across
Victoria.
The class has been run as part of the Ballarat
Neighbourhood Centre before in a face-toface capacity, but this had to be altered for the
2020 Coronavirus restrictions.
The class was advertised via social media and
on the Ballarat Neighbourhood Centre website
where students could enrol.

Implementation

Photo of the Equipment
Used at Ballarat
Neighbourhood Centre
(BNC)
Some participants attended
the class in person at BNC.
You can see the set up of
equipment, organised by
BNC in the image to the left.
A television screen on a
moveable
stand
was
mounted, connected to a
laptop and an external
microphone.
The Laptop used either
Zoom or Microsoft teams to
connect participants in the
room and from their own
personal devices.

Implementation
Photo of the 'in person' learners watching the lesson be delivered online.

Implementation
Challenges
It required an experienced IT staff member to be available to set up the big screen
and audio equipment and make sure that it was working.
We started delivery through Microsoft Teams, but switched to Zoom about halfway
through the course as there were some issues with the audio using Microsoft
Teams.
Sometimes it was difficult to hear students in the classroom (particularly when face
masks were still required).
It was trickier to teach computer skills – such as how to use layout programs.
The 2.5 hour sessions felt quite long. We made sure there was a break in the middle.

Implementation

Opportunities
·We were able to deliver the course
every week as scheduled, even when
the tutor was awaiting a COVID test
and had children home from school
with colds.
Students were able to join when they
were working from home or feeling
unwell.
We recorded the sessions so they
could be made available to students
who missed a session.
One student joined the class from the
other side of Melbourne in a
lockdown area. She was a great
contributor to the class.
We had four experts present online
(and two more who presented face to
face). Two were from outside Ballarat
and may not have been able to
participate if they were required to
present in person.
We were able to easily show
students online files/videos as we
were already delivering online.
Hands-on
activities
were
still
included,
with
material
being
dropped off before the sessions.

Outcomes
Results from the activity
Although the publicised aim of the course was to help each student develop their own
newsletter, we took a broader approach and discussed many aspects of setting up a
successfully, engaging and financially self-sustaining community newsletter. In
addition to the tutor, we had six external experts present to the class, including four
from Ballarat who were happy to be contacted to support students in their future
newsletter projects.
We discussed aspects of engaging with your local community, sourcing advertising
and sponsors, writing style, editing, images and photographs, layout and design,
printing, putting it online, managing the budget, planning/scheduling, social media tips
and tricks, recruiting and retaining volunteers and distribution.
Students did a cut-and-paste exercise in pairs to show how they would lay out an
edition of the Brown Hill Community Newsletter. They also had a brief introduction to
publishing programs including Canva and Scribus and created their own front page.
This course will be improved on in Term One 2021, with inclusion of more hands-on
and group activities. We will also have more of a focus on students preparing their own
publication by the end of the course.

Visualising the Results
Six students from
across Victoria

Unique weekly
guest speakers

Set up for live
streaming classes
Community
engagement
not possible
before.
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